6. Finishing details

Gradus Stair Nosings

A range
Channel: Mill finish aluminum
Insert: Xtra-Grip, Interior or Exterior
Gauge: Typically used with resilient flooring
Profiles: Dimensions shown are nominal.
Illustrations are full size in mm
Products subject to minor design alterations without notice

Ramp back profiles are suitable for use on steps where no floor covering is used. When used with resilient flooring ramp back profiles should be installed on top of the floor covering.

Color availability
Aluminium Channel: Mill finish - can also be supplied polished, anodised or chromed.
Xtra-Grip: Blueprint, Carbon, Deepsea, Hunter, Iceberg, Oat, Pebble, Rock, Truffle, Vapour, Zest.
Interior Insert: Alpine, Burgundy, Buttercup, Canvas, Cloud, Coffee, Evergreen, Glacier, Ink, Jet, Lavender, Lead, Linen, Midnight, Nutmeg, Ocean, Photoluminescent (only available to suit channels with a 50mm insert), Poppy, Sage, Snowdrift, Steel, Storm, Veranda.
Interior Insert: Grained: Black, Bluebell, Drawn, Drove, Granite.
Exterior Insert: Lignite, Nebula, Nightsky, Sunrise.